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Abstract 
van Douwen, E.K., On Mike’s misnamed intersection topologies, Topology and its .4pplications 5 1 
(1993) 197-201. 
We investigate when the intersection topology is q-compact, normal, etc. 
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Let’s do things slightly differently. Fix a set X of size wl. Put 
M = {p c 9(X): ,U is a separable mctrizable topology on k’), 
T = (7 G P(X): 7 is a topology with (x, r} homeomorphic to co1 
( in the crder topology ) ), 
For PE M and AEX we call A p-fat if A#@ and if (VU+) 
[An U#fl+An U(= o,]; note that for p E M each uncountable subset of X has 
a p-fat subset. 
Theorem 1. For p E M and r E T the following are equivaient: 
(1) every uncountable p-ciosed subset of X is r-stationary; 
(2) ;X, j.4 v r) is 0, -compact. 
Proof. (2)+( 1). Let A E [X]“l. If A is p-closed then A is p v T-closed, and if A is 
not T-stationary then A is u-discrete in (X, p v 7) by [l, L3]. 
( 1) “(2). We argue by contradiction. So assume ( 1) holds, yet (X, p v T) has an 
uncountable closed discrete set A. Assume wlog A is p-fat. Let F be cl,A, the 
p-closure of A. Then F is r-stationary by (1). As A is not T-stationary by [ 1, L3], 
F - A is r-stationary. 
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Now let $3 be a countable base for (X, CL). As A is p v r-closed we can choose 
for each x E F-A a & E 9 and a T-neighborhood U,. such that B, n U, n A = 8. 
As F-A is T-stationary and 98 is countable there is BE 9? such that S = 
{x E F - A: B, = B} is r-stationary. Clearly B n F # fd since B 2 S, hence B n A # fl 
since F = &A, hence Bn A is uncountable since A is p-fat. Therefore there is x 
in the T-stationary S with x E cl,B n A. So U,. n (B n A) # 8. But then B, n Cl, n A # 
0. Contradiction. q 
Corollary 2 (CH). (VP E M)(~TE T)[(X, p v T) is o,-compact]. 
Proof. Let 9 be the collection of p-closed subsets of X of size c. Then I$l= c, so 
by the disjoint refinement lemma there is 5 : 9-, [Xl’ such that 
(1) (VF#GE%)[S(F)nS(G)=@]and 
(2) (VF E 9)[S( F) c F]. 
It is well known that ml has o1 pairwise disjoint stationary subsets. So by (1) there 
is T E T such that (VF E 9)[ S( F) is stationary]. But then all members of 9 are 
stationary, because of (2). Cl 
Corollary 3 (MA+lCH)., (VUE Z)[(X, U) is not q-compact]. 
Proof. Let p E M, PE T. Then (X, p) is a Q-set by MA+lCH. Hence (X, T v IL) is 
a Q-set. But (.Y. T) has toI isolated points, hence so has (X, T v p). Cl 
Corollary 4. (vp E M)[(X, p) Luzin+(%E T)[(X, T v p) is m,-compact]]. 
Proof. Let 9 be a countable base for (X, p), let 3’ consist of the uncountable 
members of 5% Then 193’1 s wI, hence as in the proof of Corollary 2, we can find 
T E T such that (VB E a’)[ B is T-stationary]. Now let F be uncountable and p-closed. 
Let % = {BE 9: BE F}. As F-U Q is nowhere dense in (X, cc>., it is countable. 
Hence U % is uncountable, hence Q n 93’ # 8, hence F is T-stationary. q 
Of course, Theorem 1 was inspired by Reed’s proof of [ 1, Corollary 31. 
Corollary 5. It is consistent with --CM that there be CT E C with (X, 0) o, -compact. 
Proof. It is well known to be consistent with 1CH that there is a separable metrizable 
space of size wI that is Luzin. 0 
A final, but trivial, corollary to Theorem 1 is 
(VP E M)( 3~ E T)[lX, _ . T v p) is not wI -compact]. 
This should be compared with our next result, especially in view of Reed’s result 
that (VU E 1 )[(X, a) w,-compact*(X, a> normal]. 
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Theorem 6. For each I_C E M, if X is p-fat then the following are equivalent: 
( 1) (X, p) is Luzin. 
(2) WE T)[(X, 7 v p) is normal]. 
Proof. (l)+(2). Let r~ T, and 
.J# = {A E I_C: A not T-stationary), Y=UJ$. 
0f course, YE & since (X, p) is hereditarily Lindelof. 
Claim 1. X - Y is a closed wI -compact subspace qf (X, T v ~1) with countable boundary 
(in (X, 7 v P)). 
Clearly X - Y is p-closed, and bd, (X - Y) is countable since (X, IL) is Luzin. 
Then X - Y is r v p-closed, and bd,,, (X - Y) is countable since it is a subset of 
bd,(X - Y). 
To see X- Y is cl,-compact we will apply Theorem 1. Of course (X - Y, p r X - Y) 
is Luzin, so by the proof of Corollary 4 it suffices to prove every nonempty member 
of p 1 X - Y to be r-stationary: if U E p f X - Y is nonempty, then U u YE p but 
U u Y @ & so U u Y is r-stationary. As Y is not r-stationary, this shows U is 
T-stationary. 
Recall from [ 1, Lemma 51 that (X, T v IL) is pseudonormal. In fact, since (X, T v p) 
inherits from (X, 7) the property that every countable set has a countable clopen 
neighborhood we have 
Claim 2. For tiLlcry two disjoint T v p-closed F, GS X, if otw qf F and G is corrntahk then 
there is a TV pclopcn UE X with Fc 11 and trn G=Q). 
Now we are ready to prove (X, r v cc) normal. By [ 1, Theorem 31 this amounts 
to proving that (X, T v p) is strongly cwH. So let D be a closed discrete subset of 
(X, 7 v CL). Then Dn Y and X - Y are disjoint T v p-closed subsets OC X. As 
bd,,,(X - Y) is countable one quickly finds from Claim 2 a T v p-clopen U c X with 
DnYcU and X-Yc,X-U. 
NOW U c Y, so U is nonstationary, hence is metrizable, as subspace of (X, r v p) 
by [ 1, Lemma 31. Hence D n Y has a discrete separation .& in ( U, 7 v p 1 U). Also, 
(X - U, (T v p) / (X - U)) is pseudonormal and as D n (X - Y) is countable by 
Claim 1, it follows D A (X- Y) has a discrete separation J, in ( k’- CT, 
(7vp) t (X- IL’)). Th en .c& u .c/, is a discrete separation of D in (x, T v p). 
I( 1)=+1(2). Let A be an uncountable nowhere dense closed subset of (X, p). Let 
I=(a~o,: cy isolated}={O}n{cu+l: a~@,}, 
A ={O}u{hEw,: A alimit}, 
A +“={hCo:hEA), 
F=(w, -(lun+w))u{O}. 
Note that F is closed in oI . 
Enumerate A as (x, : a E A+“). 
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Since X is p-fat and X -A is dense open we can find a pairwise disjoint indexed 
collection (C, : A E A) of countable dense open subsets of X - A such that if H = 
X - A - Uhr , Ch then H is dense and p-fat. 
For A E ia enumerate CA as (q +,# : 1 s n E w>. 
Finally let .d be a countable base for (/Y, jf j with 86.8. Notice that (V BE 4) 
[ 1 Bdfl =wl 3. So since F is a cub, we can enumerate it as (_\;u: cz! EFj in such a way 
that 
(WE .B)[{a E F: x,, E B} is stationary]. 
For a~ E ol we may assume x,, actually is cy. Then our desired r will simply be the 
order topology of ol. 
Clearly An F =(d. Also, A is p-closed and F is r-closed so A and F are 
T v p-closed. (Also, A is relatively discrete in (X, r), hence in (X, r v ,u).) To prove 
(X, r v p) not normal we consider any U E T v p with A E U and prove cl,,,U meets 
F. We will argue by contradiction and assume F n clrvP U = (d. 
First, since A = LI +w we can choose for each how an n&l,w) and a B,E~ 
containing A + o such that [A + nA, A + co] n Bh E U. There is B E 9 such that 
is uncountable, For each A E A, since C, =[h+l,h+o) is dense in (X,p), so is 
[A+ )I,, L+o) since (x, /I j has no isolated points. Therefore for each i, E L the 
subset [A + nh, A + w) n B of U n B is p-dense in B. It follows that U n B is p-fat 
and dense in B. 
Next, since by assumption Fn cl_ U = 0, we can choose for each x E F n B a 
D, E %I and a T-neighborhood vY of x such that D.\- n b'y n U = 0. Since F n B is 
stationary there is DE 3 such that 
S = {x E F n B: D, = D} is stationary. 
(ii viously D n B I> S f 0. As U n B is p-fat and p-dense in B it follows that 
D n U 2 D n U n B is uncountable. Hence there is x in the stationary set S 
such that x E cl,@ n U). But then V,. n D n U # (3 so that Dx n v, n U = 0. 
Contradiction. Cl 
Corollary 7. There is u E C with (X, o) not normal. 
Corollary 8 (CH). (3~ E M)(~Q, q E T)[(X, T() v p) normal, (X, q v p) not normal]. 
Question 9. Are there characterizations, in the spirit of Theorem 1, of when (X, T v p) 
is normal? is perfect? 
Comments. Let T'== {TE P(X): T is a topology on (X, T) with (X, T) homeomorphic 
to a subspace of aI}. For p E k! and Tc T', if (X, T) is nonstationary then (X, p v T) 
is metrizable and locally countable, hence then the study of its covering and 
separation properties is trivial, while if (X, 7) is stationary then one studies (X, p v T) 
in the same way as when (X, 7) = (ml, order topology). Hence one can add 
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(3) (VTE T)(or TE T’)[(X, r v p) is hereditarily normal] 
to the list in Theorem 6. 
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